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‘The club that no one wants to join’
Parents of deceased alumna Alison Parker advocate gun control legislation in their daughter’s honor
By LAUREN HUNT AND
KATIE BYRNES
The Breeze

Piedmont Arts to barely one day a
week; she recently announced her
retirement at age 66. “We’ve basically
just quit our jobs. We felt like this had
to be our new mission.”
Barbara Parker leans against the
With Andy’s background in politics
Patrick Henry Building in Richmond,
and as an actor on Broadway (the
Virginia, clutching a petition to her
couple met in 1974 when Andy was
chest, and watching her husband,
a singing waiter working his way
Andy, give a statement to the cameras
through University of Texas and
surrounding him. In a past life, Barbara
Barbara worked backstage at the
would’ve been lobbying for the arts at
dinner theater), Barbara’s experience
the Virginia Commissions for the Arts
advocating for the arts and the
building, just next door. But today, she
support from Chris Hurst, 28, Alison’s
and Andy fight in the name of their
boyfriend and fellow WDBJ anchor,
daughter, Alison.
the Parkers are used to the spotlight
“I’m here. Once again,” Andy says
and perhaps more comfortable in the
to the cameras. “Trying to do the right
media than others who’ve been thrust
thing to honor his daughter’s legacy.”
into the limelight.
The petition in Barbara’s hands holds
“We had a choice after Alison was
more than 3,000 signatures opposing
killed,” Barbara says. “We could just
a measure that Gov. Terry McAuliffe
curl up in a ball and do nothing, or we
is planning to sign – a bill that would
could get involved.”
reverse Attorney General Mark R.
And so they got involved with, in
Herring’s move just months before
Andy’s words, “the club that no one
to tighten gun permit standards in
wants to join.”
Virginia. The bill started out with
“This isn’t a grief group,” he adds.
restrictions on gun licensure, stating
“We’re pissed off and we’re gonna do
that Virginia wouldn’t accept gun
something.”
licenses from states that had lesser
LAUREN HUNT / THE BREEZE
But when they’re not out there
restrictions on guns. The bill ended
“doing something,” in their quiet
up with voluntary background checks
Andy (left) and Barbara Parker give the Virginia governor a petition of 3,000 signatures in opposition of new gun legislation.
moments alone are when the anger and
at gun shows and restrictions on gun rights
reporter from their Roanoke station. A few days later, McAuliffe
grief are most personal.
for domestic abusers.
“It’s hard not to be bitter,” Chris says. “I am upset for myself and
When the Parkers were in agreement with the governor, they would attend Alison’s celebration of life in Martinsville, where
enjoyed VIP spots behind McAuliffe’s shoulder in his office. Now friends and family remembered the WDBJ reporter and James upset for the Parkers and the Wards, but I’m chiefly pissed off for
that they’re on opposing sides, the Parkers are met outside by aides. Madison University alumna (’12) who covered both breaking news [Alison].”
and pig-kissing contests with a drive that made her popular among
Away from the rallies, the Parkers return to their home in
“We’re not on his A-list anymore,” Andy says.
Collinsville, a city of 7,300 in southern Virginia, and walk through
An aide emerges from the Patrick Henry Building for a third time viewers and a rising star in TV journalism.
“Back when we were BFFs,” Barbara says.
the door painted turquoise, the color Alison loved. They pass a
to meet the activists, and with no pomp and circumstance quickly
After the shooting, the Parkers were ushered like VIPs into the portrait of Alison and their son, Andrew, and Alison’s Ted Yates
takes the petitions from Andy with a muttered “Thank you.” He walks
governor’s office and McAuliffe appeared in Washington, D.C., Emmy Award, which was awarded after her death. They take off their
back into the building.
So Andy, a former member of the Board of Supervisors in Henry for a rally, where he was photographed embracing Andy Parker, color bar pins with the words “Whatever It Takes” written across
County, takes his place in front of the cameras with note cards in who was wearing a turquoise shirt to honor his daughter’s favorite them, and sit in the house where their children grew up.
“We focus on this thing when we’re out there with the rallies and
hand, and pleads with McAuliffe to reconsider the measure one color. In front of the lectern where the two spoke was a red sign
with white writing: “Whatever It Takes.”
out there with the media, but then we come home,” Barbara says.
last time.
The Parkers are involved in several gun-responsibility groups, “And not only do we have grief, and feel at a loss, but we’re sitting
The rally, though, doesn’t move the governor. A few days later,
on the six-month anniversary of the day Andy and Barbara Parker’s including Everytown for Gun Safety and Moms Demand Action. here, staring at each other and not having things outside of that.”
Their lobbying efforts introduced them to new friends who share
daughter, Alison, was murdered on live television, the governor Their work has taken them across the nation, including to the
makes the deal official in an Executive Mansion ceremony, the first White House where Andy and Barbara attended CNN’s “Guns in a common experience and a common cause. One couple who lost
of its kind during his administration. It’s a stunning turnaround America” town hall meeting in January with President Obama, their daughter in an Aurora, Colorado, movie theater shooting
who had just signed several executive orders relating to gun travel the country in an RV and inspired the Parkers to buy one.
for the Parkers, who say they feel betrayed.
It sits on the street in front of their house. They’ve yet to use it.
And how could they not? McAuliffe was one of the first to call regulations.
“Every day is a lobby day,” Barbara says. Since Alison’s death,
with condolences following the August murder of budding reporter
see PARKER, page 8
Alison, 24, and cameraman Adam Ward, 27, by a disgruntled former she went from working full time as the director of programs at

A matter of
opinion

Taylor bids farewell to
broadcast

Students garner consensus of Title IX

After 38 years behind the microphone, the voice of the Dukes retires

By BJORN JOHNSON
contributing writer

By PETER CAGNO
The Breeze

Members of JMU’s Student Government Association have drafted a
Bill of Opinion to express the student body’s opinion regarding Title
IX.
Also referred to as the Equal Opportunity in Education Act, Title IX
states that no person based on his or her sex shall be discriminated
against under any education program or activity that receives federal
funding.
Catherine Donnelly, a junior psychology and justice studies double
major, and Renzo Olivari, a junior political science and history double
major, wrote a series of six resolutions to the university administration.
“From a lot of personal anecdotes, I know that the Title IX
implementation on campus right now isn’t the best it can be and I
know that JMU is capable of more,” Donnelly said, adding that the Bill
of Opinion “shows the administration that the students want change.”
According to Bill Wyatt, JMU’s senior director of communications
and university spokesman, ensuring safe, fair and equitable access
to education is a priority for the administration, and communication
with students is key in doing so.
“Any new initiatives must be evaluated for Title IX compliance and
feasibility,” Wyatt said. “ As mentioned, we welcome any new ideas
and will do due diligence in determining how they might enhance
our Title IX programming.”
According to Wyatt, JMU’s process for investigating and adjudicating
complaints of sexual harassment and misconduct has been developed
based on state and federal law as well as guidance from the U.S.
Department of Education Office for Civil Rights.
To draft their bill, Olivari and Donnelly took a poll of the student body
and then analyzed the responses to come up with recommendations
on how to improve Title IX resources and implementations on campus.
“We’re petitioning to enhance some of the procedures,” Olivari
said. “We just want to make them even more accessible and easier
for survivors or anybody wanting to report a Title IX violation.”
They had to get 10 percent of the student population to sign the
petition, or a total of 1,940 signatures. The resolution successfully
passed with enough signatures on April 12. To reach this goal,
Olivari and Donnelly developed an electronic campaign strategy.

After a 38-year career that saw four head coaches,
over 750 wins, nine Colonial Athletic Association
championships, 20 NCAA tournament games and one
incredible upset, the voice of JMU women’s basketball is
finally stepping away from the microphone.
David Taylor, JMU’s senior marketing director and
longtime play-by-play announcer for women’s basketball,
announced his retirement from broadcasting on Thursday.
“I never would have ever anticipated that I would have
had the opportunities that I’ve had here,” Taylor said. “To
have been able to play a role in the growth of an institution
that is so important and so remarkable over these last 38
years is an incredible blessing.”
But long before Taylor was announcing games for the
women in purple and gold, he was broadcasting local
baseball and basketball games in Orange, Virginia, while
he was in high school.
“I started doing on-air work for WJMA in Orange in
1975,” Taylor said. “It was James Madison’s hometown,
but we missed each other by a few years.”
Taylor described his immediate fascination and
enthusiasm in the art of broadcast and knew that it was
something he wanted to pursue professionally. Upon
arriving at JMU in the fall of 1977 for his freshman year, he
soon found work at a local radio station, WSVA, which was
looking for a student to pick up some sports broadcasts.
“Interestingly enough, that was when Ralph Sampson
was in his junior and senior years of high school,” Taylor
said. “So all of a sudden, not only was I doing more sports,
I was talking to Terry Holland and Dean Smith and Joe B.
Hall and Lefty Driesell. It was just this who’s who of college
basketball coaches and it was an incredibly exciting time.”
Taylor had the opportunity to watch and cover the latter
half of Sampson’s career at Harrisonburg High School
before he went on to be a three-time Naismith Player of the
Year at the University of Virginia. Also a product of U.Va.
was John Gordon, the football and basketball play-by-play
announcer for the Cavaliers whom Taylor emulated and

see PETITION, page 3

COURTESY OF DEVON HOWARD

David Taylor takes his spot in the announcer’s chair at a game.

respected, and soon got to work with when he accepted a
position on the football broadcast team.
About a year into that role, Taylor was offered a position
on the JMU broadcast crew after Steve Buckhantz (’77),
now the play-by-play announcer for the Washington
Wizards, left a spot vacant. Taylor declined though, in
hopes of remaining on the crew at U.Va.
Taylor then accepted a position broadcasting women’s
basketball at JMU where he called 16 of the 27 games in
the 1978-79 season where head coach Betty Jaynes led the
Dukes to their first 20-win season.
After a year of professional broadcasting, Taylor believed
that this was his calling and decided to leave JMU to fully
pursue a career in radio.
“I thought I knew better,” Taylor said. “After doing
that for four years I realized that to achieve my goals
professionally, I need a degree.”
Upon returning to JMU in 1983, Taylor joined the
football and basketball broadcast teams and graduated
in 1985 with a degree in marketing.
It wasn’t until five years later that everything he
thought he knew about women’s basketball changed.
see TAYLOR, page 11
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Event Calendar
Saturday, April 16
•

Food Truck Fest @ Sunny
Slope Farm, noon to 7 p.m.

•

Faculty and Student
Ensemble @ Duke Hall
Gallery of Fine Art, noon to
1:30 p.m.

•

SVAP Harrisonburg’s 5K
Run/Walk for Autism @
Univeristy Commons at
Eastern Mennonite
University, 9:30- 10:30 a.m.

•

•

JMU Symphony
Honors Concert @
Forbes Center for the
Performing Arts, 2-4
p.m.
DMA Recital - Chyh
Shen Low, piano @
Forbes Center for the
Performing Arts, 5-6
p.m.
Historic Bottle Diggers
Show @ the
Rockingham County
Fair, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

•

Novice bike ride @ Friendly
City Food Co-op, 6-8 p.m.

•

•

Start Where You Are
workshop with CARE @
Student Success Center, 7-8
p.m.

ISAT Senior Symposium @
Integrated Science and
Technology building, 8 a.m. to
5 p.m.

•

“The Merry Widow,”
featuring JMU Opera
Theater @ Forbes Center
for the Performing Arts,
8-10 p.m.

Biosymposium Seminar:
From Genomics to products
@ Bioscience building 1007,
12:20-1:10 p.m.

•

Alcoholics Anonymous @
Madison Union 311, 8- 10 p.m.

•

Monday, April 18

Sunday, April 17
•

Friday, April 15

•

Morality of Euthenasia
talk @ Cleveland Hall 114,
5:30-7 p.m.

•

Scholarly Writers’
Lockdown @ Rose
Library, CFI Suite, Fifth
floor, 12:30-4:30 p.m.

•

Madison commemorate
debate and citizen
forum @ Wilson
Auditorium, 6-9 p.m.

Tuesday, April 19
•

Trivia night @ Dave’s Taverna
Express, 7:30-9:30 p.m.

•

Mammoth Indigo, Roar and
Azores live music @ Golden Pony,
9 p.m. to 12 a.m.

•

Be Your Own Boss speaker
series @ Ice House 2nd floor, 7-9
p.m.

•

Love Talk Summit @ Madison
Union Room 405, 9 a.m. to 4
p.m.

Wednesday, April 20
•

Open mic comedy @
The Artful Dodger
Coffeehouse and
Cocktail Lounge, 9-11
p.m.

•

Unchain Your Brain
Trivia Night @ Three
Notch’d Brewing Co. 7-9
p.m.

•

Time for Three @ Forbes
Center for the
Performing Arts, 8-9:30
p.m.

CARTOON: LET’S GET SQUIRRELY

CHELSEA CROUCH / THE BREEZE

Across
1 Tousle
5 F and G, e.g.
10 Soaks (up)
14 Bad thing to be caught in
15 Spells
16 Virginie, par exemple
17 “Need You Tonight” band
18 Start of an old news
announcement
20 Frequent Lemmon co-star
22 Chimney
23 Dublin-born poet
24 AWOL trackers
26 Tiny
27 Shine, in Cambridge
29 Ammunition dumps
31 Request to Sajak
32 Stipulation on le menu
34 Numerical prefix
36 Progressive pitcher?
37 When there’s no turning back
41 Where gas and lodging may be
found
46 Tulsa sch.
47 Brings to light
50 Pitcher, for one
52 Cambodia’s Lon __
53 Enzyme suffix
54 Moisten, in a way

By Jeff Stillman

4/14/16

Editorial Staff
Serving James Madison University Since 1922

1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
PHONE: 540-568-6127
FAX: 540-568-7889

MISSION
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper
of James Madison University, serves
student, faculty and staff readership by
reporting news involving the campus
and local community. The Breeze strives
to be impartial and fair in its reporting
and firmly believes in First Amendment
rights.
Published on Thursday mornings,
The Breeze is distributed throughout
James Madison University and the local
Harrisonburg community. Single copies
of The Breeze are distributed free of
charge. Additional copies are available
for 50 cents by contacting our business
office. Comments and complaints should
be addressed to Wayne Epps Jr., editor.

55 Northeastern octet
57 Old but coveted
60 Nachos, e.g.
64 Peach __
65 Landed
66 Ken Jenkins’ “Scrubs” role
67 CVI halved
68 Old map divs.
69 “Dallas” Miss
70 North-of-the-border gas
Down
1 Injure badly
2 Radius neighbor
3 Historic Chicago-to-Santa Monica
route
4 Largish combo
5 Proctor’s concern
6 Infiniti competitor
7 No. after a phone no.
8 Not agin
9 Fed. benefits agency
10 Stimulating message
11 Senators’ home
12 Part of UPS
13 Betting specifications
19 County bordering Suffolk
21 Dwell annoyingly (on)
24 “Fantastic” Dahl character
25 Initials on a radial

Find the answers online at: breezejmu.org/site/crossword_answers

Advertising Staff

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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27 “Well, __-di-dah!”
28 Lyon article
29 Weigh station counts
30 Composer Rorem
33 “__ shoe fits ... “
35 Literary assortment
38 When translated to English,
beer brand that hints at the
common feature of the five other
longest puzzle answers
39 “We __ Marshall”: 2006 film
40 Brynner of filmdom
42 Wipe off
43 Some Cadillacs
44 Scott classic
45 Try
47 Hall of Fame Colts quarterback
48 Grisham output
49 Potion
51 Suppress
54 Low voices
56 First responders, initially
58 Israeli arms
59 Opera star Pinza
61 Classic Jag
62 “Small Wonder” state: Abbr.
63 In need of treatment

BAYLEY BRILL
ANNA EIRING
HALEY YATES

CAROLINE DAVIS

Check out our
website
at breezejmu.org

BETHANY ADAMS

/TheBreezeJMU

AD DESIGNERS
KAYLAN WOOD
IZZY CIANO

“To the press alone, chequered
as it is with abuses, the world
is indebted for all the triumphs
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over
error and oppression.”
— james madison, 1800

@TheBreezeJMU
@BreezeNewsJMU
@TheBreezeSports
@BreezeLifeJMU

@breezejmu

youtube.com/breezevideo
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In her honor

In Brief
Harrisonburg

Family, faculty and first recipients of Alison Parker scholarship reflect on alumna’s legacy

Volunteers remove
over 2.5 tons of trash
from Blacks Run
Last Saturday, Harrisonburg residents
and the Shenandoah Valley Soil & Water
Conservation District took part in the
annual Blacks Run and Downtown
CleanUp Day. According to a press
release sent out by Mary-Hope Vass, the
City of Harrisonburg’s public information
officer, over 500 volunteers showed up,
despite conditions of cold rain and sleet.
According to the press release, over
the course of the day, over 2.5 tons of
trash and debris were collected from the
creek banks.
Local breweries helped support
volunteers by hosting events prior to
the cleanup. Three Notch’d Brewing
Company, Brothers Craft Brewing, Wolfe
Street Brewing Co. and Pale Fire Brewing
Co. created the slogan “clean water
makes great beer” for their campaign to
aid the cleanup.

Laura VanDemark / The Breeze

James Allen / The Breeze

Caroline Brandt (left), a sophomore media arts and design major and senior news writer for The Breeze, and Kathryn Potter, a junior media arts and
design major, are the first recipients of the Alison B. Parker (’12) Memorial Scholarship. They’ll receive the honor at a formal banquet on Thursday.
By Morgan Lynch
The Breeze

The day Alison Parker was killed during
a live broadcast for WDBJ-TV near Smith
Mountain Lake, her mother called the
station’s news director to set up the Alison
Bailey Parker (’12) Memorial Scholarship
Endowment in Journalism.
“We wanted her to be remembered the
way she lived and not the way she died,”
Barbara Parker said.
The money raised by donations to the
Alison B. Parker (’12) Memorial Scholarship
at JMU will be awarded to one rising senior
and one rising junior every year in the
School of Media Arts and Design. The
qualifications for this scholarship include

The
Breeze
wins big
Awards include Best
All-Around in region
The Breeze received more than a
dozen awards this weekend during
regional journalism events near
Richmond.
The student media group won
16 awards from the Virginia Press
Association on Saturday night during
the organization’s annual meeting,
and one honor from the Society of
Professional Journalists’ Region 2
earlier in the day.
SPJ named The Breeze the Best
All-Around Student Newspaper
among non-dailies in a region that
includes Virginia, Washington, D.C.,
Maryland, Delaware and North
Carolina. SPJ also named 22807
magazine, a student project in the
Magazine Production class, as best
magazine in the region.
SPJ winners in this region will go
on to compete nationally against
winners in other regions. Winners
will be announced in the fall. Also
on Saturday, The Breeze received five
first-place, six second-place and five
third-place awards from the Virginia
Press Association. The Breeze
competed in the largest non-daily
group, one that included newspapers
of 7,000 or more circulation. The
Breeze publishes 7,000 copies on
Thursdays.
The first place awards included
Best Website; photo illustration for
a story about balancing school and
sports awarded to James Chung and
Holly Warfield; General Makeup/
Design; lifestyle-page design awarded
to Mike Dolzer and Robyn Smith; and
Single-sheet Inserts (advertising and
poster for GameDay).
Senior media arts and design major
Wayne Epps Jr. led The Breeze as
editor during the contest period. He
recently completed his tenure. Rising
junior Robyn Smith, also a SMAD
major, began work as editor in April.
Judges from members of the South
Carolina Newspaper Publishers
Association selected the VPA awards.
A full list of awards The Breeze
received from the Virginia Press
Association is available on The Breeze
website.
-staff report

participation in a print or broadcast
journalism extracurricular, a minimum
2.75 GPA and a knowledge of Alison Parker’s
legacy as a SMAD alumna and a journalist.
The winners of this year’s scholarships
are Caroline Brandt, a sophomore media
arts and design major and senior news
writer for The Breeze, who will be awarded
$1,000; and Kathryn Potter, a junior media
arts and design major, who will be awarded
$4,000.
Potter met Alison Parker on SMAD Day
in 2014. They were chatting at the checkin booth, when Alison gave her a piece of
advice she’d never forget.
“Never wear nice shoes as a journalist.
You gotta be willing to get your feet dirty,”
Alison told Potter.

The encounter has stuck with Potter
throughout her time in SMAD.
“I knew I wanted to be just like her,” Potter
said.
Potter hopes to inspire other journalists
to find stories that need to be told in order
to further Alison’s legacy.
“When I heard about this award, I just
had a flashback to that short but meaningful
interaction we had that April day,” Potter
said. “I applied purely to tell my story, and
share what I’ve been passionate about for so
long. I want to prove myself worthy of this
award from now on.”
Students and professors had the
opportunity to reach out to the Parker family

City launches new
optimized website
To account for the increase in mobile
devices being used to access its website,
HarrisonburgVA.gov is remaking
its appearance according to a press
release from Mary-Hope Vass, the City
of Harrisonburg’s public information
officer.
The last update to the website was
in 2012. According to the press release,
45 percent of traffic visiting the website
comes from mobile devices. The plan
is to buff up the website’s security by
switching to a more secure HTTPS
protocol.
All the work on the website is being
done in-house by the city’s Information
Technology Department.

see memorial, page 5

A dream come true

JMU students bring Make-A-Wish club to campus, will work with Greater Virginia branch
By Mikaela Dean
contributing writer

Sometimes daydreaming in class
can get students in trouble, but in
Olivia Johnson’s case, it turned out
to be beneficial.
While sitting in Human Physiology,
Johnson let her mind run wild. She’d
always wanted to start a club here at
JMU, but she could never think of the
right one. That day in class it dawned
on her: JMU didn’t have a Make-AWish club.
Five dedicated girls, one mission
and a lot of support has left Johnson,
Gianna Cutrone, Katlyn Palka, Erica
Ruja and Erin Brennan feeling very
optimistic about their plans for this
club.
“I’m excited to get involved with
this organization and help make
children’s wishes come true,” said
Ruja, a sophomore psychology and
interdisciplinary liberal studies
double major.
Make-A-Wish is an international
foundation with a goal to “grant
the wishes of children with lifethreatening medical conditions to
enrich the human experience with
hope, strength and joy,” according
to Make-A-Wish America.
Within 24 hours of the idea
to begin the club, the girls had
already received confirmation from

Erin Scouten / contributing photographer

The JMU Make-A-Wish club has received confirmation from Make-A-Wish International to create a branch on campus, and has
raised $2,295 since March 28. The club is already planning a 5K fundraising race in October once it becomes accredited.

Make-A-Wish International that
they could create a club at JMU. This
club will work with Make-A-Wish
Greater Virginia, which is located in
Richmond.
Johnson, a sophomore health
sciences major and president of
the Make-A-Wish club, said that the

people in that office will be their
point of contact to the national
organization. The wishes that this
club will grant will be to kids from
the surrounding areas.
Jo h n s o n c o m m e nt e d t hat
Grace Davis, the donor relations
coordinator of Make-A-Wish Greater

Virginia, was supportive of the club
being established.
“I feel very optimistic and intrigued
about this club; I don’t want people
just to commit so it looks good on a
resume, I want them to commit
see Wish, page 5

Petition | Bill was passed Wednesday afternoon

Chelsea Crouch / The Breeze

from front

Acquiring signatures had its challenges,
and according to Donnelly there were certain
populations that were unfamiliar with Title IX and

were therefore hesitant to sign it.
“They thought there would be backlash if they
signed this, and there is really nothing that they
stand to lose from signing this,” Donnelly said.
Many of Olivari and Donnelly’s friends shared

the petition on Facebook. SGA members also
reached out to a number of student organizations
and clubs, which had success in acquiring votes.
“It’s been a really grassroots type of thing,”
Olivari said.
According to Olivari, it was important for the
student body to have a unified voice addressing
their concerns.
“What we’re doing here is beyond ourselves.
It’s not for us or what we are trying to accomplish
ourselves,” Olivari said. “We’ve heard [the student
body’s] concerns and it was time for the SGA to
say something.”
According to Wyatt, JMU is an institution whose
students have a great deal of influence over how
the university is governed. In an effort to combat
sexual misconduct, engaged students have taken
the initiative to enact programs such as the Red
Flag Campaign, Take Back the Night and No More.
“The administration is always willing to dialogue
with students, faculty and staff when they have
concerns, questions or ideas,” Wyatt said. “Title
IX is no different in that respect.”
Contact Bjorn Johnson at
johnsobo@dukes.jmu.edu.

breezejmu.org
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Politics to teach
Scott Hammond hopes to bring people together and help educate them about themselves
By Jamie Simpkins
contributing writer

memorial |
Family established
several funds
from page 3

on their many visits to campus, during which they
shared pictures and stories about Alison.
The Parker family wanted the SMAD professors
to be involved in awarding these scholarships
because of their bond with Alison.
“During the college years, they knew her better
than we did,” Barbara said. “We have such a
high regard for the JMU Media Arts and Design
program. She will be remembered.”
Roger Soenksen, a SMAD professor, said the
most important requirement for scholarship
applicants is to learn about Alison Parker and
exemplify her passion in their own work.

Scott Hammond has been a political
science professor at JMU since 1989.
Originally from Colorado, Hammond
received his bachelor’s degrees in
philosophy and political science
from the University of ColoradoBoulder. He then went on to receive
his master’s and doctorate degrees
from Claremont Graduate School,
now Claremont Graduate University,
in Claremont, Calif. Hammond is
one of two political theorists on
staff at JMU and teaches a variety
of political theory courses, such
as Contemporary Political Theory
and Political Theory and Ideology.
In addition, Hammond is currently
co-teaching an honors course and a
senior seminar.

“She just had this drive to find the
story. She was a storyteller.”
Barbara Parker

mother of Alison Parker

How did you get interested in political
science?
I was a biology major my
freshman year, but I was
interested in politics from a
young age. I was drawn to those
classes as a student. I was
pulled into it that way. There’s
no one decisive moment. I
moved away from the sciences
toward politics, also adding
philosophy as a second major,
which had been a long-term
interest of mine.
What made you realize you wanted to
be a teacher?
Somewhere around my junior
year, I realized how much I really
belonged in the academic world
and how much I enjoyed the
classroom and talking about
ideas. Somewhere along the
line there, I realized I wanted to
continue doing this, not only as
a student, but also as a teacher
and as a scholar. It wasn’t just
one thing; it was a lot of small,
incremental changes that led to
this path.

One thing about JMU is we
have more resources to offer
our students. The schools I
taught at before were much
smaller. I think that certainly
helps to stimulate the students.
I think that overall JMU has
a lot to offer in terms of
opportunities. The students
here, in our major, have a good
sense of politics even before
they take our classes. They
have a political savvy that you
don’t find at other schools.

“They can’t be just a good journalist,” Soenksen
said in an email. “They can’t settle for being just
better than the average SMAD student. They
can’t accept the easy road to covering a story. By
accepting the scholarship, they are declaring to all
other SMAD students that they accept the standard
set by Alison.”
The Parker family also established the Alison
Parker Foundation and another memorial fund at
Patrick Henry Community College in Martinsville.
Alison Parker took dual enrollment classes at
PHCC and graduated with an associate’s degree
before attending JMU. The Alison Bailey Parker
Memorial Scholarship will be awarded every
year to a student in the PHCC Media Design and
Production Program.
Andy and Barbara Parker will be at JMU on
Thursday for the SMAD awards banquet. They
will also attend SMAD Day on Friday to speak to
students in the journalism program about how to
interview grieving families in a respectful way.
To Alison’s family, the memorial fund is a way to
honor Alison’s legacy in a positive way.
“She loved JMU so much. She loved her time in
the SMAD department,” Barbara said. “She just had
this drive to find the story. She was a storyteller.”

CONTACT Jamie Simpkins
at simpkijl@dukes.jmu.edu.

Contact Morgan Lynch at
lynchma@dukes.jmu.edu.

Eric RUANE / The Breeze

Scott Hammond, a political science professor, received his master’s degree and his Ph.D. from Claremont Graduate
University in California. Hammond enjoys studying and teaching about the political theories of Plato and Aristotle.
Why is political science such an
important subject?
It helps to foster a spirit
of community and common
purpose, which I think we
certainly need, especially now.
If we are to live together, then
we have to find some kind of
shared meaning in which we
can ground our efforts. It’s
important because we’re in this
life together — to learn together,
to apply things, to determine
what’s important in life.
What’s your favorite thing about JMU?
I like a variety of things. I think
that overall, the commitment to

friendship is really important
in the sense that we are a
community of scholars. We are
here to learn together, a sort of
joint discovery. It’s a friendly,
harmonious environment.
What are your research interests?
I’m more of a generalist, not
a specialist, and I really enjoy
the ancient political theory of
Plato and Aristotle. I have done
research in other areas, including
American government. When I
first came here, I was part-time
theory, part-time American
government. Now I teach fulltime theory, but I still keep one
hand in American politics.

How does JMU compare to the other
schools where you taught?

Wish | Club will be
devoted to fundraising
for children in need

tour
today!

from page 3

because they want to help others,” Johnson said.
This club will be solely devoted to hosting fundraising
events in order to grant wishes.
“Since March 28, we have already reached [nearly] $2,300
through our GoFundMe page,” said Cutrone, a sophomore
health sciences major and the membership vice president.
Palka, a sophomore health sciences major and the
logistics vice president, said the next step for them is to turn
in paperwork so that they can get accredited by JMU as an
official club and then begin planning their first event, a 5K
race in October.
“We’re all a part of Greek life, so we wanted to find
something that can be very diverse and open to people of
all different walks of life, not just for people a part of Greek
life. It’s going to be exciting,” Johnson said.
Two members of the football team, Jonathan Kloosterman,
a sophomore kinesiology major, and Bryan Schor, a
sophomore finance major, will also take part in this club.
Schor will handle the financial aspect of the Make-A-Wish
club and Kloosterman will be involved with outreach and
recruiting new members.
“Being on the football team connects us with a lot of
people; there are over 100 people on the team, this is
definitely going to help,” Schor said.
They hope to raise $10,000 before the fall so that they can
grant their first wish to a child in need.
“It’s very rewarding to make a difference in other
people’s lives; the stuff these children go through is kind of
heartbreaking, so I’m excited to help,” Kloosterman said.

Sign a lease
for Fall 2016 &

save $185
with zero down!
ALL THE PERKS

UPGRADED KITCHENS WITH GRANITE COUNTERTOPS & STAINLESS STEEL APPLIANCES
UPGRADED LOUNGE FEATURING STARBUCKS™ COFFEE
UPGRADED FITNESS CENTER WITH NEW EQUIPMENT AND FITNESS ON DEMAND™

540.432.1001 | LiveTheHarrison.com
1191 Devon Lane | Harrisonburg, VA 22801
FEES & AMENITIES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

contact Mikaela Dean at dean3me@dukes.jmu.edu.

Mini Stor It U Stor It
Student Summer
Storage Special
Serving JMU Students and Faculty
For Over 35 Years

-Closest to JMU
-24 Hour Security
-Low Prices
-Phones Answered 24 Hours
190 E. Mosby Rd. Harrisonburg

-Completely Fenced & Well–Lit
-Fire Rated Buildings
-Climate Controlled Units Available
-Office & Resident Manager

(Located across from Kline’s on South Main St.)

433-1234 433-STOR
ministorit.com

Bring In This Ad

For a Kline’s Dairy Bar Coupon!
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GRACE BLACKBURN | caffeinated concepts

Mississippi law divides our country
Mississippi Gov. Phil Bryant signed House Bill 1523 into law on April 5. Titled
other people’s freedom, at which point the good of society must be given more importance than the
the “Protecting Freedom of Conscience from Government Discrimination Act,”
preferences of an individual.
the law states that churches, religious organizations and private businesses may
Secondly, states that pass laws in opposition of existing nationwide laws are harmful to our
deny services to members of the LGBTQ+ community without penalty based on country. Federal law always trumps state law, and when states try to circumvent federal law by
“sincerely held religious beliefs or moral convictions.”
setting their own restrictions, it creates division. Sure, states have the right to dictate codes of
Besides the obvious problems with government sanctioned discrimination
conduct not outlined by the federal government, but when a legal standard is set nationwide,
against LGBTQ+ people, this law sets a dangerous precedent for the rest of the
it should be upheld without question or, if a group has valid objections to said law, it should be
country. The first problem is the assumption that
protested at a national level.
religious freedom surpasses all other freedoms; the
By creating limits on LGBTQ+ rights that differ by state, the U.S. becomes
Freedom of religion is valid until
second is the idea that state laws can be established
an internally unequal country in which to live. Mississippi is further
to override federal laws.
marginalizing a group that must already continue to fight for equal rights
it infringes on other people’s
As this bill’s name implies, it was established to prevent the
nationwide, and if we accept the barriers that are being put in LGBTQ+
freedom, at which point the
government from taking “discriminatory action” against people whose
people’s way, they’ll only become more pronounced.
religion would have them believe that it’s immoral to provide services
When one group of people loses rights, we all suffer. We should be striving
good of society must be given
to people of the LGBTQ+ community. Essentially, it asserts that bigotry
for unity in the U.S., not stratification. Freedom isn’t really freedom until
more importance than the
against others is acceptable so long as it’s backed by Scripture.
everyone has equal rights. If those of us who aren’t personally affected by the
In an ideal world, everyone would be able to accept each other
new law stand idly by, the liberty that this country touts as an “unalienable
preferences of an individual.
regardless of sexual orientation or gender identity. In reality, there’s
right” is nothing more than participation in a system of oppression.
no way to prevent someone from refusing to acknowledge LGBTQ+
If Mississippi’s new law remains on the books unchallenged, we’re
people’s right to equality, but that doesn’t mean that anyone should
encouraging a governmental system in which fundamental human rights
have the power to limit these people’s access to society. We shouldn’t force these people to change
can slowly be taken away state by state. We may fail to take notice because one state’s new law may
their convictions, but we should require them to prioritize others’ legal rights over their own
seem insignificant in the grand scheme of things, but now is the crucial time to pay attention before
discomfort. Disagreement with aspects of a person’s identity doesn’t translate to having the right to
the problem spreads any further. If we ignore state legislation as it happens, it may stealthily come
be hostile to others.
to engulf us all.
Religious freedom is certainly important, but it exists to prevent people from suffering bigotry
due to their spiritual beliefs. Being required to treat other people like humans regardless of their
Grace Blackburn is a junior media arts and design major. Contact Grace at blackbge@dukes.
sexual orientation or gender identity isn’t bigotry. Freedom of religion is valid until it infringes on
jmu.edu.

rishmita aich | contributing columnist

benjamin wolfin | contributing columnist

Media could be the sole source
of Islamophobia in America
“Sir, please step aside and raise your hands up
in the air, like this,” a security officer gestured to an
older man of a Muslim family who was dressed in
a traditional Salwar garb, while his wife, who was
wearing a hijab, was already being checked by a
female officer. I stood next in line with the others for a
security check through the metal detector, imagining
their dishonor as even their little boy went through
the same routine.
Religion is often an integral part of a person’s
identity and being shamed for it is downright
inequitable. From subtle insults like switching
seats on a flight or calling on someone for repeated
security checks based on their physical appearance,
the humiliating cycle of prejudice never ends for the
Muslim community.
After the 9/11 terror attacks, the entire world was
shaken to its core. America put its armor on and
buried its fear under the weight of combat measures.
The Patriot Act became synonymous with racial
profiling and the surveillance procedures included
“random” security checks, with suspects often
disappearing into a vast system of detention camps.
This was enough to freak out the American Muslim
community and pull the wool over the eyes of the rest
of the country by linking the attack to an entire system
of faith. However, the Patriot Act wasn’t the only thing
that instigated fear and hatred.
While March 22 cast a spell of doom on the city of
Brussels, two different blasts in Turkey on the very
same day went largely unmentioned by the media.
This disproportionate coverage of attacks is more
serious than it seems. It limits people’s horizons
to their own surroundings because the media
continuously violates an essential rule of journalism:
to give fair, equal coverage.
I believe that if the media fairly covered the terrorist
attacks in the Middle East and gave them the same
amount of importance as the ones in the West,
people would have a broader view of the problem
and consequently, they’d see how equally vulnerable
the Muslim community is to these attacks. I think
the origins of anti-Muslim sentiments can be traced
back to the religious claims made by terrorists — the
apparent basis of their inhumane attacks.
Fear evolves from uncertainty, and I believe that
the religion of Islam is still a topic of ambiguity in
the West. Post 9/11, the attacks made by religious
extremists put Islam in the spotlight. Instead of

educating people about the true pillars on which the
religion stands and distinguishing it from the distorted
idea of the religion that terrorists have, the media
pitched in and added fuel to the flame by starting
discussions like, “Does Islam promote violence?”
perpetuating prejudice and automatically linking the
violent attacks to the religion.
Also, violence toward all communities isn’t
perceived the same way. A hate speech by a political
candidate is as derogatory as a notorious pull on
the hijab or vandalizing a mosque. However, the
media has mainstreamed Islamophobia by lowering
the severity of the anti-Muslim stereotypes. “Islam
hates us,” an obnoxious statement made by a
2016 presidential candidate, went viral over the
media despite its categorization as an “offensive
speech,” which falls under the limitations of the
First Amendment. It saddens me to realize that our
media has made hate crimes seem ubiquitous and
non-reprimanding.
But first, it’s important to break the habit of fearmongering used by media agencies when reporting
issues of terrorism. The Muslim advocacy group
Council on American-Islamic Relations recorded
a significant rise in Mosque attacks after the Nov.
13, 2015 Paris attacks. Often fueled by malicious
remarks of public figures paired with frustrations
with eradicating terrorism, crime against the Muslim
community has resurfaced again, long after the
fraught days of post-9/11 attacks.
Not long ago in Germany, the fear, hatred and
discrimination toward a religion led to a bloody
Holocaust, scarring the history of humanity forever.
In these times of turmoil for members of the Muslim
community, the media should stand beside them as
allies instead of insinuators of hate. Emphasizing the
brutality of slandering an entire religion rather than
publicizing the offense and the offender will remove
the veil of ignorance from the eyes of all the people
who are harboring hateful feelings.
We’ll all fall into the category of a minority at
some point in our lives. As responsible citizens, it’s
important that we stop the propagation of fear and
stand in solidarity with the Muslim community by
raising our voices against the discrimination.
Rishmita Aich is a sophomore media arts and
design major. Contact Rishmita at aichrx@dukes.
jmu.edu.

Sink or swim?
Students who learn at different paces shouldn’t
have to suffer in college
Thus far, rejection seems to be the constant theme of my college career.
Thanks to some unfortunate learning defects, I have trouble retaining and
processing large amounts of information. However, I’m completely normal and
work just as hard as any other student. The issue I want to talk about is that the
college school system is no longer built to help students achieve, but rather, to
weed them out.
My disability is a form of Attention Deficit Disorder, which takes away my
ability to focus for large amounts of time and affects my memorization skills.
With this, it’s tough to sit down and process large amounts of information, but
I’ve found ways to overcome this. I study by memorizing small amounts of
information while also studying in various quiet areas around JMU’s campus.
By studying in different areas of campus, I feel it allows me to remember where
I learned that information and recall it more easily for future reference.
While some would argue that rising standards in college improves student
thought, I would argue otherwise. I was rejected most recently because my
major was “too competitive.” Some may read this and say, “Well, why didn’t
you try harder?” I would respond that I work at the highest level possible,
but it’s never enough because, due to my disability, I can’t process all this
information.
Having said this, some professors at JMU have classes to build students up
and learn. This is what I like to call “reflective learning.” The professor presents
information, asks questions, makes small groups and gives students tips. That’s
learning. Learning isn’t sitting in a lecture hall copying slides with some notes
on them.
Will I graduate on time? Probably not. But, maybe this can reach some
professor out there who will, in turn, realize a change must be made for
students who can’t learn from just sitting and taking notes. Maybe this will
allow a student like myself to graduate on time and with flying colors.
With cooperation from the university, change can start to occur. Changing
the way students are taught is the key to success. The goal of a professor should
be to inspire their students to learn. Inspiration simply can’t take place in a
lecture hall. Instead, it’s accomplished in small groups where professors can
connect with students and students can connect with each other. Students
want to know their work means something to the professor and to the program.
Some methods of change could include small group activities, chapter quizzes,
interactive games in class and more. With this interactive method, students can
feel a sense of praise and accomplishment, wanting to learn more and achieve
more.
It’s easy to make a change once a problem is found, and this university can
no longer be stuck contemplating that there’s an issue. Students don’t want to
feel like outcasts at the school that they dreamed of attending. Rejection makes
students feel like nothing more is possible. Students must know that everything
works itself out, but the encouragement makes students want to do more.
It’s a necessary change of protocol, doing something out of the box to ensure
success. Showing that no one is perfect, but change is being done. It’s time to
learn.
Benjamin Wolfin is a sophomore writing, rhetoric and technical
communication major. Contact Benjamin at wolfinbj@dukes.jmu.edu.

A “get-out-of-here” dart to the opinion
writer who consistently writes inaccurate and
infuriating articles about great organizations
like SafeRides and the Alternative Break
Program.
From a senior who thinks great volunteer
service overshadows slight annoyances.

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

An “I-don’t-think-joking-aboutmurdering-animals-especially-theQuad-cat-is-funny” dart to the writer of
the satirical news column.
From a senior who loves seeing the Quad
cats alive.

Editorial Policies
The Breeze
1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

A “journalism-101” dart to both the
opinion writer and The Breeze for writing and
publishing an article about SafeRides that
was filled with inaccuracies.
From a student who’s taken a writing class.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.

A “thanks-for-your-input” dart to
the student who criticized the event on
weaponized artificial intelligence in The
Breeze without attending it.
From a staff member who actually attended
the event and knows it was the exact opposite
of “ending the discussion on weaponized AI
before it could even begin.”

A “keep-doing-you” pat to SafeRides for
offering a much needed and appreciated
service to JMU students.
From a drunk senior who learned to call in
advance.

A “why-did-you-have-to-come-now?”
dart to the cold I’m getting.
From a student who wants to be in full
swing for the last few weeks of the semester.

A “congratulations” pat to The Breeze for
all its awards at the VPAs.
From an impressed student.

A “way-to-go” pat to The Breeze for its
great social media presence lately.
From a Breeze alum.

The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.
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NAHLA ABOUTABL | respect the riot

Movements toward political activism fight corruption

Recently, the world has been witnessing a strange but inspiring movement
toward awareness and political activism.
Whether it was Occupy Wall Street, the Arab Spring or Black Lives Matter, it
seems that, regardless of how corrupt our leaders may become, people haven’t
forgotten where true power lies: in their hands. Seeing people become more
interested in the political process — especially for this upcoming presidential
election — has also been refreshing because it means people are becoming more
aware of the problems facing our country and the world in general.
In the past few days alone, information revealed in the Panama Papers has
forced a prime minister to resign and has put the issue of tax evasion in the
spotlight at a time when money and politics have become synonymous. The
Panama Papers were leaked from Mossack Fonseca, one of the largest offshore law firms, revealing
how the very rich have been evading paying their taxes. This reveal has caused major protests
in Iceland, triggering the resignation of Prime Minister Sigmundur Davíð Gunnlaugsson. David
Cameron,the U.K.’s prime minister, is also facing criticism for benefiting from tax evasion.
But that isn’t all that’s happened recently when it comes to fighting the current relationship
between big money and so-called democratic countries. The Democracy Spring march, now sit-in,

at the Capitol building has led to over 400 arrests while protesters called for taking big money out
of government. The reference here is to Citizens United, the case that ruled that corporations can
spend unlimited amounts of money to fund political campaigns. This weakens our democracy while
strengthening the influence of big money on our political process – something we can see all too well,
especially during election seasons.
Protests such as the ones that forced Gunnlaugsson to resign and the ones in D.C. for Democracy
Spring aren’t only inspiring, but remind us that if politicians aren’t cooperating, we can take matters
into our own hands and remind politicians who they really work for — us.
The rise of social media and our increased ability to, as Donald Trump puts it, know “what’s going
on” will only raise the level of awareness for people everywhere, pressuring politicians to do the
right thing. That’s how people power works: Government by the people for the people. Reading the
news every day just to see more depressing headlines gets to a person. It’s definitely pleasant to see
some good news every now and then, especially when it involves people coming together to fight
corruption.
Nahla Aboutabl is a senior international affairs major. Contact Nahla at aboutanm@dukes.jmu.
edu.

SATIRICAL NEWS COLUMN

JOEY KENNY | guest columnist

New JMU alcohol
education videos to feature
the Muppets
By MATT MURPHY
The Breeze

Many men dream of achieving greatness,
but few are actually capable of it. Failure
is inevitable unless one is willing to make
sacrifices for his dreams, to push himself
beyond what he thinks he’s capable of and to
not allow anyone or anything stand in his way.
“Berserk: The Golden Age Arc I - The Egg of
the King” is an anime film based on Kentaro
Miura’s beloved manga (the book version of
an anime movie) “Berserk” and adapts part of
the Golden Age arc, one of the first major story
arcs. This story follows Guts, a mercenary who
believes his only purpose in life is to fight. The
famous group of mercenaries, known as the
Band of the Hawk, recruit him and he begins
to find a purpose to his life beyond fighting.
The Band of the Hawk is led by Griffith, a
charismatic man who dreams of becoming
king despite his status as a man of common
birth. You may think his dream is unattainable
at first, but seeing Griffith speak and lead
makes Guts and the audience believe that he’s
capable of anything.
The action is great, but the real reason
“Berserk” is so popular is the dynamic
characters. Guts seems like a hyper-masculine

brute, but he’s a very deep and relatable
character. He struggles with his place in
the world and with his own traumatic past.
Griffith is an inspiring leader who’s not as
noble as he seems on the surface. The Band of
the Hawk is almost like a family. Indeed, a few
scenes into the film, viewers will undoubtedly
feel a bond with these well-developed
characters.
“Berserk” is a highly entertaining film
with great, albeit violent, action sequences,
amazingly written characters and a gripping
plot. The animation is a blend of traditional
hand-drawn 2D and 3D CGI, creating an
illustrational mixed bag. While the CGI looks
out of place at times, the hand-drawn scenes
are absolutely breathtaking. A fair warning for
the squeamish: This is a very gruesome film
at times. I highly recommend this to fans of
“Game of Thrones” and the video game “Dark
Souls.” Even if you don’t like anime, there’s
a good chance you’ll enjoy this film. There’s
also a new “Berserk” anime series coming
in July 2016 on the anime streaming service,
Crunchyroll, and this film is the perfect entry
into the world of “Berserk.”

vote in our poll at facebook.com/thebreezejmu

JMU’s Alcohol EDU program has become a required portion of the entry process for
incoming freshmen. The program has received a lot of praise, but is certainly not without
its critics. Most opposition to the program claims it’s “boring” or “ineffective.” Now these
comments won’t have any founding when America’s beloved characters, the Muppets, are
commissioned to take on perhaps their most important gig yet: mandatory alcohol education.
The group will star in the series of videos associated with the program that highlights various
alcohol-fueled situations where choices must be made about ethics and responsibility. The
Muppets look to add a quirky element to the terrifying world of alcohol in a way that makes
the program both more engaging and memorable.
“At the end of the day, this program is only as beneficial as how well people remember it,”
the Muppets’ PR spokesperson said. “If a student is at a bar and they see Miss Piggy stumbling
around, then maybe they’ll be more likely to help out.”
In the past, low-profile local actors have played the characters in these videos. The university
is confident that with the implementation of some of America’s biggest stars, the videos’
popularity will grow tenfold. It’s certainly not a cheap endeavor to hire them, but luckily
a good amount of the fundraising toward alcohol education can and will get used for this.
It’s undeniable that casting the Muppets is a genius move.
“I like the Muppets,” one JMU student said. “Big Bird is my favorite.”
“I watch ‘The Muppet Show’ all the time,” another student said. “I watched ‘Muppet’
marathons for so long last month that I missed a midterm. It was worth it.”
The group is scheduled to begin filming in the coming weeks so that they can be debuted
in the fall for the class of 2020.
CONTACT Matt Murphy at murph4ma@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Ms. Lucy leaves a lasting legacy
The late Harrisonburg resident went to great lengths to educate African-American students after she was freed from slavery

SAM TAYLOR | THE BREEZE

SAM TAYLOR / THE BREEZE

Students in JMU’s Documenting Black History class will open an exhibit chronicling the life and accomplishments of Ms. Lucy F. Simms, the woman whose face adorns the Elizabeth Street parking deck.

By SAMMY CRISCITELLO
The Breeze

In 1863, the Emancipation Proclamation freed millions of
enslaved African-Americans, including one of Harrisonburg’s
first African-American educators — Lucy F. Simms. Known as
“Ms. Lucy” to her 1,800 students, Simms’ commitment to helping
African-Americans discover their potential was unprecedented,
as she missed just one half-day of teaching throughout the
duration of her 56-year-long career.
While de facto segregation in the U.S. now only lives in history
textbooks, Simms’ legacy is withstanding. After she died in
1934, the Lucy F. Simms School was built in honor of Ms. Lucy,
and continued to educate African-Americans in Harrisonburg
until integration caused all-black schools to close in 1966. The
school is now called the Lucy F. Simms Center for Continuing
Education, and on April 20, the center will open an exhibit
created by students in JMU’s Documenting Black History class,
a special-topics course taught by Mollie Godfrey and Sean
McCarthy that strives to honor Simms.
Even though 82 years have passed since Simms taught
her final lesson, one of her former students still recalls Simms’
impact.
“What she taught came deep from within, and you could feel
it,” said Doris Allen, 88, a member of Simms’ final class. “She was
such a powerful woman; she walked six miles to teach school.”
The coming exhibit strives to display Simms’ impressive
character to Harrisonburg residents of all ages. It also looks to
inform JMU students about the Harrisonburg of days past, as it’ll
be temporarily available for viewing on campus in Roop Hall.
“That history is often forgotten, so our whole point of doing
this is to give a voice to 200 years of students and a community
who never really got the chance to talk,” said Emily Nava, a junior
history and international affairs double major who wrote an
undergraduate thesis on “Black Harrisonburg.”
Simms was born into slavery around 1855, and decided
to pursue a career in education after being freed in her midteens. She attended the Hampton Institute in Hampton, Virginia,

from 1874 to 1877 alongside Booker T. Washington, with whom
she shared the ideal of working to serve the African-American
community by helping them discover their intellectual
capabilities.

“That history is often forgotten, so our
whole point of doing this is to give a voice
to 200 years of students and a community
who never really got the chance to talk.”
Emily Nava

Junior history and international
affairs double major

After graduating, she returned to the Valley and taught for
one year at the Athens “colored” school, which was later called
Zenda. She next taught in the basement of Harrisonburg’s
Catholic church, where she notably faced opposition for
educating African-Americans. In one documented incident,
a member of the janitorial staff would frequently hide her
teaching supplies before class in hopes of preventing her from
teaching. For the final 52 years of her life, Simms would call the
Effinger Street School, a newly established all-black school in
Harrisonburg, home.
“She started a legacy because you never really had
black education — ever,” Nava said. “After the Emancipation
Proclamation, when African-American kids could start going to
school, black Harrisonburg was the place where they could go
to school, so they all commuted here. We have maps of the bus
routes, and people traveled two hours to come and be taught
by her.”
Simms primarily taught lower-level elementary students,
and built a strong relationship with each student. She provided

each pupil with a detailed report card that included specific
comments, and even mentioned their weight and height. If she
knew that any of her students had to walk to school, she would
meet them on their way.
“Her teaching style was that the students would show up,
and she would get them ready for the day by fixing their clothes
and brushing their hair and teaching them these manners that
would help them move forward post-education,” Nava said. “It
wasn’t about just the brain but rather the being, and believing
that they were good enough to receive an education.”
Simms’ impact on Harrisonburg extended outside of the
classroom, as she was in the United War Work Campaign, which
helped raise money for black troops in World War I. She was also
a part of the Colored Teachers Association and was a Sunday
school teacher.
“One day she was talking to the principal and he was asking
about a student in her class who had lighter skin,” Nava said. “He
thought that student didn’t belong and she said, ‘How fortunate
that student is to belong to a race with such varied skin tones.’
She was known to have said, ‘I am teaching and working for
my race.’”
For Lindsey Campbell, another JMU student participating
in this project, her sole focus is to satisfy the people who hold
Simms’ legacy close to their hearts.
“I don’t want to take ownership of it, I don’t want my name
on it or anything — I just want the community to feel that we’ve
represented their voices and their story well,” Campbell, a senior
writing, rhetoric and technical communication major, said.
Even though Simms didn’t live to see schools become
integrated, many people in Harrisonburg will never forget her
impact. In 2015, a mural of Simms was painted on the western
wall of the Elizabeth Street parking deck in memory of the
foundation she set for educating African-Americans.
“Her legacy has lived on because parents have passed the
word,” Allen said. “It just keeps on roaring about who she was
and how she conducted herself.”
CONTACT Sammy Criscitello at criscisj@dukes.jmu.edu.

PARKER | Parents of reporter killed on live TV take political action to cope
from front

Their other friendships have changed.
After Alison’s death, the Parkers were on a whitewater kayaking trip when a friend and tripmate
approached them to offer his condolences, but he went on to tell Andy that he didn’t agree with what
they were doing on the gun issue.
“It’s like, ‘Look, man. We’re on the same page here. Nobody’s trying to come and take away your
guns,’” Andy told him.
Right after the first rapid, the man hit a rock and turned his kayak over. After checking that he was
OK, Andy knew exactly what had occurred.
“That’s Alison,” Andy recalls thinking. “Alison did that. She was the unseen rock.”
Even running errands in Collinsville has become a challenge.
“To have what we call the things that trigger … It’s hard to go out, because you get recognized but
the bad thing is, especially around here, when they say, ‘I used to watch her everyday,’ it just rips your
heart out again,” Andy says, shaking his head. “So you feel like you’re kind of a prisoner of the house
to a degree.”
It’s those stretches when they’re not on the road and attending rallies that the Parkers are still
figuring out how to navigate.
“It’s tough to get up in the mornings sometimes,” Barbara says. The first part of her routine is
something that’s taught at many bootcamps: making the bed. “If you get up in the morning and you
make your bed, you’ve started the day doing something right. And it can help you go on to the next step
in the day, and do the next thing. So that’s part of it. It’s just getting up in the morning. That first step.”
In their house, though, they find some comfort, because it’s where so many parts of Alison still live on.
Alison’s childhood bedroom, now a guest room, remains mostly untouched from the time when
she moved out for college and her career. Pictures of her 13 years of dance line the walls, with her black
ballet shoes resting on a bench at the end of the bed.
On a table against the wall is a framed picture of the JMU football team raising their helmets to the
jumbotron to honor the fallen journalist at last year’s opening home game, the first game after Alison’s
death. Further along the table is a selfie of Alison in the WDBJ studio, making a funny face.
“She’d always take these bizarre selfies that were in the newsroom,” Barbara says, laughing.
Chris stands in the doorway of her room under a pink paisley “AP” that rests on top of the doorframe.
“It’s a comforting room,” Barbara says, looking around. “It just reminds me of her.”
In the closet, Barbara pulls out scrapbooks she made throughout Alison’s life.
“It’s like having her whole life in pictures,” she says as she flips through the pages. “She was supposed
to take these someday and it would be her whole life in pictures.”
One of the albums is covered with colorful polka dots. The album has pictures from the day Alison was
born through middle school. The second, with a cheetah-print cover, documents her high school years.
The last album is light purple, with the words “Alison at JMU” printed on the cover, accompanied
by a picture of her at graduation.
The scrapbooking tradition didn’t end with Barbara. Alison picked up the craft and had begun
making one for Chris, documenting the first six months of their relationship.
On their six-month anniversary, Alison gave it to him. On one of the pages, she wrote, “All these
pictures are from my phone. It’s your turn to take them and upload adorable pictures on your Facebook
page for the next six months.”
Another page filled with her handwriting says, “I can’t wait for more six monthaverseries” with a
smiley face. There would be no more six monthaverseries.
A few months after her death, Chris posted on his Facebook page that he’d finished adding his own
pictures to the album. One of the pages has pictures of the couple with the words “July was magical”
written in Chris’ handwriting, next to a picture of them whitewater kayaking with Chris’ dog, Sophie.
It would be their final trip together.
“I have more than a hundred pictures of us, or her, or something of our relationship together,” Chris
says.
Chris has taken a cue from Alison, and has started to make a photo album with the approximately
500 letters and messages that have been sent to him since her death. He says that he’s “felt compelled
to keep them all.”
“I learned, still learn, a lot from her,” Chris says. “She would be so pissed if we just turned into
puddles.”
“She lit a fire under you, that’s for sure,” Barbara adds, nodding to Chris.
Andy smiles. “She was lightning in a bottle.”

LAUREN HUNT / THE BREEZE

Alison Parker’s mother, Barbara, looks at a scrapbook documenting her daughter’s high school years.

Quiet moments like these always seem to end too quickly. Either Andy’s phone rings off the hook
after a mass shooting as the media seek his comments or they’re called out for a rally.
For now, the Parkers are biding their time while the presidential candidates fight through the
primaries, waiting for the final candidates to be chosen.
Though there’s no guarantee if any of their lobbying will pay off in the end, the Parkers find inspiration
in Alison’s favorite movie, “Galaxy Quest,” a quirky parody of the sci-fi film “Star Trek.”
“It was a cliche but their tagline was like, ‘Never give up, never surrender.’ And it’s true … We’re
not giving up, we’re not gonna surrender,” Andy says. “We’re gonna, for lack of a better word,
reload, and go after them again.”
CONTACT Lauren Hunt and Katie Byrnes at breezearts@gmail.com.
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Comics collector contributes to Carrier
Humanities librarian Brian Flota donates over 1,900 comic books, among other items, to JMU

PHOTOS BY JILLIAN WRIGHT / THE BREEZE

LEFT At the peak of his collection, Flota owned about 2,700 comic books. He now owns about 2,500 vinyl records. RIGHT According to him, comic books have recently become an area of academic research.

By JILLIAN WRIGHT
The Breeze

Classic art with pops of color. Yellowed, torn pages. That old
newsprint smell. According to Brian Flota, nothing compares to
the look, texture and smell of old comic books.
Flota, a humanities librarian, recently donated more than
1,900 comic books to the Carrier Library Special Collections
reading room. But his collection isn’t limited to comic books.
Since early childhood, Flota has acquired a variety of items in
large quantities including coins, baseball cards, vinyl records,
books and postcards.
“I’m definitely someone who collects things almost as a
compulsion,” Flota said. “It’s not for everybody; you have to be
one of those people who likes the thrill of the hunt.”
Flota’s comic book collection began to grow at a young age
when his father, also a collector, gave him many comics from
the ’60s.
“Out of all of those from when I was four or five years old,
I’m pretty sure only one survived: a copy of ‘Justice League of
America No. 111,’” Flota said. “It’s in pretty rough shape; it’s taped
and part of the cover is missing.”
Flota, 40, began actively collecting comic books as a preteen
interested more in comic book art than storylines.
“I treated this as a comic book stock market at 11- or 12- years
old; I would pore through the prices and memorize what the key
issues were and try to find them cheap,” Flota said. “I would save
my allowance money for comic books, and people would send
me a bunch for Christmas.”
At the peak of his collection during the early ’90s, Flota owned
about 2,700 comic books. When he became interested in vinyl
records, Flota decided to donate his collection for others to use
as academic references.

“A lot of students, especially ones going through writing,
rhetoric and technical communication freshman year, often have
to write papers about topics that may involve comic books, so I
figured it’d be a good thing to add to the collection here,” Flota
said.
About 1,900 comic books are available in the Carrier Special
Collections reading room located on the second floor, while
approximately 400 were donated to Flota’s undergraduate alma
mater, University of California, Riverside. According to Flota,
comic books have recently become an area open to scholarly
review and research.
“A lot of scholars are now starting to pay attention to pop
culture stuff like comic books,” Flota said. “Critics are looking
for new angles that haven’t been written about, and comic books
are definitely one of those areas.”
Because this medium is only now becoming an area of
academic research, his vast collection sets Carrier apart from
many other libraries.
“There’s a lot of possibilities of comics as scholarship, and
because they were seen as sort of trash and kids’ stuff for so long,
not a lot of libraries have them,” Flota said.
Having separated himself from his comic book collection to
help others, Flota still experiences that “thrill” by hunting for
vinyl records.
“Around ’93 I got real interested in music and punk rock, so
I started buying vinyl and CDs, and that’s where I still blow all
my money,” Flota said. “I probably have 2,500 records, and I like
to listen to them because I think they sound better than CDs or
MP3s.”
Flota began actively collecting vinyl records in high school
from 1990 to 1994.
“I was at that age right when ‘Smells Like Teen Spirit’ came
out, so I was really into Nirvana,” Flota said.

Custom wheels
Engineering students build bikes for the disabled
By EMMA KORYNTA
The Breeze

groups. Jacquelyn Nagel, an assistant
professor in the engineering department,
keeps this goal in mind when she teaches
Behind chopper-style handlebars, Syerra the course.
Cesar feels in control, finally being able to
“By creating a human-powered vehicle
ride a bike. Her cushy chair is built with for someone, it meets those same goals,
parts of a mattress pad from a freshman but also provides them this other aspect of
dorm. Her handlebars are connected by independence,” Nagel said. “Now they can
a bar to the front wheel to help her turn do things that they couldn’t do before.”
while the back two wheels help her keep
One of the focuses of this class is to make
her balance.
engineering a more personal topic for the
This and several other bikes are being students.
made by sophomore engineering majors
“Working with this client has helped
at JMU, and when they’re done, she gets me understand how there is no ‘normal’
person to design for,” Peyton Pittman, a
to pick one.
Sophomore engineering major Kyle sophomore engineering major, said during
Butt has been working for the whole an online interview. “In other classes, I
academic year to build a bike for Cesar, a have caught myself describing designs for
local teenager with cerebral palsy. Cesar’s ‘normal’ people, which I know now is so
hemiplegic cerebral palsy affects her wrong. Every single person has different
balance more on one side than the other, capabilities and being able to work with and
so the teams talked to the 16-year-old and understand one specific client’s needs has
her trainer to best accommodate her needs. definitely molded my designing mindset.”
In the fall semester,
T h i s S a t u rd ay
teams of students got to
the sophomore
know this year’s client “Working with this client
engineering class
and designed a humanbe participating
has helped me understand will
powered vehicle for
in the engineering
her. This semester they how there is no ‘normal’
program’s annual
Madison Exchange
started designing bikes.
person to design for.”
at the Health and
“This semester it’s
Human Ser vices
harder because we’re Peyton Pittman
building. At this allbuilding a completely Sophomore engineering major
day and open event,
custom bike,” Butt said.
“We can’t just Google
the sophomores will
how to put together a
show off their fully
bike.”
working prototypes in search of feedback.
JMU’s engineering program started Later, Cesar will come and test out all the
admitting students in 2008, and the bike bikes and pick her favorite.
program began in 2009. It started when
“Each team has so much pride in
Thomas Moran, an associate professor thinking that their design is the best for her
in the kinesiology department and the and I cannot wait to see the excitement on
director of Overcoming Barriers, reached her face when she is testing each of them,”
out to the program.
Pittman said. “Being able to supply her
Moran has cerebral palsy and had never with something that she otherwise may
ridden a bike before, so he became their not have ever experienced makes this very
first client. Since then, Moran has been worthwhile.”
heavily involved in the program and still
Nagel recognizes that this year-long
talks to the engineering students every year program provides a new look at engineering
to tell them how much he benefited from for the students.
“It’s not just get out your calculator,
the project.
Moran never actually asked for a class fill out this equation and you’ve got an
to be made, he just asked for someone to answer,” Nagel said. “There’s so many
make him a bike. The lengths the program other things to consider and there
went to respond to his request made a large are people involved. People always
complicate things but also make it more
impact on him.
It “blew me away,” Moran said in an email. enriching so it’s a trade-off. I don’t know
“It’s more than just building a bike. For each how enriching just doing calculations
client it provides independence, lifelong is compared to being able to impact
someone’s life.”
activity and sense of accomplishment.”
A goal of the Overcoming Barriers
projects is for those with disabilities to CONTACT Emma Korynta at
increase exercise and better use muscle koynten@dukes.jmu.edu.

According to Flota, many people stopped buying records
during the ’90s, and now vinyl collecting is becoming extremely
popular. One of his more valuable records includes the Melvins
album “Houdini,” which was co-produced by Kurt Cobain.
“There’s been a sort of vinyl resurgence over the last 10 years
or so, so all those records I have from that era are crazy valuable,”
Flota said.
Flota attributes the tactile nature of vinyl records to their
popularity.
“You can’t really love your MP3s since there’s nothing there
except a file on your computer,” Flota said. “It’s not as immersive
of an experience as it is having vinyl or even CDs.”
Flota typically listens to a record everyday, and when he’s
in the mood for a particular artist or album, he has no trouble
finding it.
“I’m a librarian so I definitely have a system,” Flota said. “It’s
alphabetized by artist, and within that, it’s chronological by date
of release; I know exactly where they are.”
And when he isn’t at home listening to records or working in
Carrier, Flota can usually be found downtown buying, selling
and trading his items.
“Wonder Records is solid,” Flota said. “I spend a lot of money
there and trade a lot of stuff.”
While his collections have included various items over the
years, often in large numbers, Flota believes that his life as a
collector is related to any other aspect of life.
“Everybody hates doing research, but basically your
whole life involves research,” Flota said. “That type of attention goes into a lot of other things like buying a house or a
car; you need to do your research, and I put that into these
collections.”
CONTACT Jillian Wright at wrigh4ja@dukes.jmu.edu.
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SCOREBOARD
SOFTBALL

O’Regan takes
the reins
Longtime assistant under Kenny Brooks
promoted to women’s basketball head coach
By Andre Haboush
The Breeze

(34-3, 9-0 CAA)

LAST WEEK

WIN vs. Charleston 7-1
WIN vs. Charleston 4-3
WIN vs. Charleston 5-1

THIS WEEK

April 16 at Drexel
April 17 at Drexel

BASEBALL

(14-19, 4-5 CAA)

LAST WEEK

LOSS vs. Towson 2-3
LOSS vs. Towson 4-8

THIS WEEK

WIN vs. VMI 11-10
April 15 vs. William & Mary
April 16 vs. William & Mary
April 17 vs. William & Mary

MEN’S TENNIS

(9-9, 1-2 CAA)

LAST WEEK

WIN vs. Radford 4-2

THIS WEEK

April 16 vs. Drexel
April 17 vs. VCU

Reaching the top of the totem poll in a successful organization
is something one dreams about, but often fails to fully achieve.
However, with the departure of former women’s basketball head
coach Kenny Brooks to Virginia Tech, former assistant coach Sean
O’Regan clinched the position on Saturday at the school he’s dearly
loved for nearly two decades.
O’Regan (’03), graduated from JMU with a bachelor’s of science
degree in kinesiology. As a sophomore, O’Regan became the head
manager for the men’s basketball team for the remainder of his
student life, a role he became fond of and ultimately met Brooks
through.
“I’d be remiss not to thank Kenny Brooks for this opportunity,”
O’Regan said at his introductory press conference on Tuesday. “I
hope you guys understand what he had to do, and what he felt he had
to do. Without Kenny Brooks, I wouldn’t be here today. When I was
a manager, he was my guy I’d go to for my first three years of being a
student here at James Madison.”
Although the love for his alma mater was strong, O’Regan left
JMU after graduation to become the men’s basketball director at
the University of Evansville in Evansville, Indiana, for three years.
O’Regan then returned to JMU to work on Brooks’ staff where he was
promoted to associate head coach in 2012.
“The women’s basketball program has been a model of success
for a long time,” Athletic Director Jeff Bourne said. “I’ve always been
impressed with [O’Regan’s] work ethic and his concern for [studentathletes] and the ability to grow them. I know deep down, it’s those
characteristics that are going to make him a great coach going into
the future.”
O’Regan said he learned a lot under Brooks that will prepare
him for the job. Part of which includes spending nine of his 13
professional years at JMU.
Two other candidates were interviewed for the position, and were
qualified according to Bourne, but O’Regan set himself apart by
having the best possible knowledge and passion for the program.
David Braine consulted Bourne and the committee during the
search. Braine has freelance consulted several schools in their coach
searches.
“He does things the right way,” Bourne said. “He understands this
campus. He understands our professors. He understands academic
support. He’s the individual that’s been the strong backbone of the
program, and it’s his day, and his time to be the new leader.”
While Brooks is still predominantly respected for the 14 seasons he
spent at JMU, Virginia Tech’s available resources to advance his career
were enough to get Brooks to depart.
Virginia Tech paid Brooks over double his $225,340 salary at JMU
with a $562,500 salary for six years. This salary would be by far the
largest salary of any JMU employee.
In a memorandum of understanding, O’Regan is set to an annual
gross salary of $180,000 — a $93,300 improvement from his previous
$86,700 salary.
Despite the departure of Brooks, JMU’s three recruits will remain
committed to the Dukes, and O’Regan says there are another eight
possible Dukes to whom he can recruit and they’re his top priority.
There will be changes, but they’ll be subtle.
“We’re going to continue to have the same core values that we’ve
been successful with,” O’Regan said. “We’re going to be respectful,
we’re going to play hard, we’re going to play with passion.
Coming off a 27-6 season adds to JMU’s impressive resume of
having won 1,045 games in 94 seasons, which places them third
all-time, behind the University of Tennessee and Louisiana Tech
University. During all those years, JMU won about two-thirds of the
games played and five of the last seven CAA Tournaments.
Even as a consistent team in the regular season and making the
NCAA Tournament, the team has only progressed once to the second
round during this century. The expected winning mentality can
overwhelm teams more than capable of performing.
“It’s an incredibly storied program, and there’s a lot of pride here,”

Connor Woisard / The breeze

Sean O’Regan stands at the podium to address fans and the media at his
introductory press conference on Tuesday afternoon at the Convocation Center.

O’Regan said. “The way I took it is that Shelia Moorman passed the
baton onto Kenny Brooks, and he had that pride. When we were
sitting in the office stressing about why we lost, it was that pressure
of carrying on that tradition and having the pride for James Madison.
That’s something I’m going to take very seriously here, is that he has
now passed on the baton to me.”
Under Moorman in the ’80s and early ’90s the Dukes made the
Sweet Sixteen four times, but JMU fell below expectations in the late
’90s after her retirement. With that, O’Regan wants an NCAA bid
to become a standard at JMU, and to make a serious statement in
national play as the new goal for the Dukes.
“Our expectations, those will rise,” O’Regan said. “Not to say they
weren’t before, but they’re going to continue to rise, and we want to
continue to be on the national scene. That’s what we’re here for.”
The vision of advancing further doesn’t only lie in the minds of the
coaches, but also the student-athletes.
“We still want to get to the tournament, still make some noise on
the national scene,” redshirt senior guard Precious Hall said.
Hall will be returning from a season ending ACL injury. Before
that, she was the CAA player of the year. She can also be assured now
that the volatility of the off-season is calming down due to the fact
O’Regan was hired to be the new head coach.
“It was kind of a relief because we didn’t know who they’re bringing
in for next year,” Hall said. “We were just excited that it was somebody
that’s used to our program.”
With the common core still largely intact, the team chemistry
remains and has even strengthened due to the unsettling nature of
the unknown the team had to face during for the 12-day gap between
Brooks’ departure and O’Regan’s promotion.
“I think it’ll bring us that much closer, because we went through
this, and we went through this with him, and he’s going to be the one
that’s coaching us,” junior forward Da’Lishia Griffin said. “It makes us
that much stronger a unit. We’ll do it on the court for him, because of
what he’s done for us.”
Like Hall, Griffin loved the news that O’Regan got the promotion.
O’Regan also felt the same about his tight relationship with his
players.
“The relationships I have with [the student-athletes] is the reason
I coach, and I fell into a unique situation, because you put in all the
time building these relationships,” O’Regan said. “Sometimes you
never get to hear how each player actually feels about you. And I got
to go through that the last two weeks. What I’ve been through with
them the last two weeks will make us extremely close throughout this
entire year.”
With the women’s basketball team’s close-knit community rebuilding
as decisions are settled upon, the new coach will be a change, but not a
complete transformation for the successful Dukes.
Contact Andre Haboush at habousaw@dukes.jmu.edu.

WOMEN’S TENNIS

Sweet, sweet victory

(15-5, 4-1 CAA)

LAST WEEK

WIN vs. Richmond 4-1

THIS WEEK

April 16 vs. Drexel
April 17 vs. VCU

LACROSSE

(7-7, 3-0 CAA)

LAST WEEK

WIN vs. Drexel 9-8 (OT)
WIN vs. Hofstra 20-8

THIS WEEK

April 15 vs. Elon

Courtesy of Julia urban

The Dukettes pose with their trophy after winning their second consecutive Division I title at the National Dance Alliance Collegiate Championships last week
in Daytona Beach, Florida. The Dukettes earned a score of 9.620 out of 10 to secure the victory. Utah Valley University came in second with a 9.594.
By Matt Weyrich
The Breeze

Sometimes victory is so sweet, you just
have to try it twice. Just ask the JMU Dukettes,
who returned to Harrisonburg last weekend
as winners of their second consecutive
Division I title at the National Dance Alliance
Collegiate Championships. After earning
the first ever national title in James Madison
history last season, the Dukettes proved their
status as champions was no fluke, with a
nearly flawless performance to seal their win.
JMU finished the competition, held
annually in Daytona Beach, Florida, with a
final score of 9.620 out of 10. They edged out
Utah Valley University to capture the win,
overtaking the Wolverines’ impressive score
of 9.594.
Captain Abby Pierro was on the team for
both championship runs, and is proud of the
hard work she and her teammates have put
in day-in and day-out.
“Winning the NDA National
Championship for the second year in a row
is an incredible honor … [It] just shows us
that our hard work was worth it and that

our audience, judges and other dance
teams enjoyed our performance,” Pierro
said. “The countless hours of practicing,
choreographing and costume designing – to
name a few — can be very overwhelming …
but it is those hours that we remember and
cherish the most after this process is over.”
The team is tightly knit. Led by the
beloved coach Julia Urban, the Dukettes
work together and encourage each other
in every aspect of their preparation. Their
progress and results aren’t only measured
by their final score up on stage, but by the
relationships they’ve built with each other
over the course of the season.
“I think that passion that we have really
comes across,” Urban said. “It’s not about
winning the performance for these dancers.
Not ‘let’s do this to win’ but rather ‘let’s just
go enjoy what we do and enjoy it together.’”
The team took a humble approach to
winning back-to-back championships,
pointing to each other as reasons for its
success. Captain Paige Reaman was quick
to point out just how big of an impact their
coach had on their lives.
“Coach Urban is our backbone. She is the

glue that holds us all together and continues
to hold us at a high standard because she
believes in us,” Reaman said. “She is also very
understanding, [which] is such an important
quality in a coach … She urges excellence
and empowers the team.”
So what’s next for the Dukettes moving
forward? The team will only be losing one
senior, so they could very well be right back
in it for another title in 2017. After some
of the most competitive tryouts in recent
memory prior to this season, the intensity
should only get higher next season.
“I think it’s going to be a really big turn
out, and I think it’s going to be a really tough
decision for me,” Urban said.
This group of dancers is grounded
upon the ideal principles of teamwork,
camaraderie and a pure enjoyment of dance.
It’s not everyday that you see a team with
such strong core values see their hard work
come to fruition, but needless to say, the
Dukettes have earned the title of “Champions”
year after year.
Contact Matt Weyrich at
weyricma@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Taylor | Voice of the Dukes
says ‘goodbye’ after 38 years
from front

In 1991, the JMU women’s basketball
team pulled off arguably the greatest
upset in the history of women’s
basketball, beating No. 1-seeded
Pennsylvania State University in the
second round of the NCAA tournament.
Taylor was behind the microphone for
the whole ordeal.
“It was the most amazing sporting
event I’ve ever been a part of,” Taylor said.
“It goes down as one of the greatest, if not
the greatest, upset in the history of the
women’s NCAA tournament.”
The Dukes earned a No. 8 seed for
the tournament, even after a tough East
Carolina University team in the CAA
championship defeated them. Taylor,
along with almost everyone else in the
country, had their doubts about the
Dukes.
“I remember after the game being
quite worried after this long win streak,”
Taylor said. “I was concerned that they
might not get a bid.”
JMU received a No. 8-seed and hosted
the University of Kentucky. The Dukes
defeated the Wildcats 70-62 at home in
the Convocation Center.
“Then of course we go on to face the
No. 1 team in the country, and no one,
I mean no one, including me, gave us a
fighting chance.”
Taylor recounted the atmosphere of
the arena as the Dukes entered as an
extremely unlikely underdog.
“Large crowds were very unusual at
this time in women’s basketball and we go
into the old facility at Penn State, capacity
6,000, and every seat is full,” Taylor said.
“It’s incredibly noisy and they’re the No.
1 team in the country and they start off
exactly how you think it’s going to go.”
After going down 24-9 early in the
game, head coach Shelia Moorman was
forced to call a timeout, which proved
effective for the latter half of the game.
The Dukes “began to show some life
towards the end of the half and then
mounted a very steady comeback in
the second half and eventually took the
lead,” Taylor said. “At that point it was
like, ‘Oh my goodness, we’re about to
do something here that’s really, really
significant.”
The game ended up coming down to
the wire as Penn State would put the ball
in the hands of its All-American point
guard for the final possession trailing by
two points.
Jeanine Michealson (’91) would end
up blocking the shot from the Nittany
Lion guard to secure victory for the Dukes
and etch their names in the NCAA record
books.
“I will never forget that image of the
blocked shot,” Taylor said. “They pulled
off the biggest upset in the history of the
sport.”
Taylor noted that the infancy of live
television at the time and the lack of
broadcasts of women’s sports minimized
the national and historical impact of the
contest.
“Had it been today,” Taylor said, “With

ESPN live coverage and all of the social
media, it would’ve been two things:
One, it would’ve made a huge splash
nationally that it didn’t necessarily make,
but it also would’ve minimized what
Mike Shikman did that day. For the fans
back in the Valley, we were the only line
of information; there wasn’t any TV or
Internet streaming video.”
The differences between radio
broadcasting and TV broadcasting are
many, recalls Taylor, mainly because radio
listeners can’t physically see the sport
they’re listening to.
“The biggest thing you have to do in
radio is, you are the listener's eyes,” Taylor
said. “There’s a tremendous responsibility
on the radio side, not just to add to a
visual picture but to create that picture.
You want to create an experience for the
listener and you want them to not just
know what happened, but create some
level experience as if they had been there.”
Taylor said that the art of radio
broadcasting is “a dying art.”
“The most important thing, and
perhaps the biggest mistake that I see
some young broadcasters make is, it’s
never about me,” Taylor said. “It has to be
about the fans and the audience and not
about yourself. You’re a portal through
which your audience gets to understand
the tremendous talents or the truth to a
story, there’s a tendency to try to make it
into something that’s very personal.”
Despite coaching changes and even
rule changes, Taylor describes the
atmosphere at JMU as having remained
the same.
“I applied to Madison College in the
spring of 1976 and when I got there in
the fall of 1977 it was James Madison
University,” Taylor said. “When I came
here, it was a 7,500 person campus,
and there are sure a few more folks on
campus now, but there is such a sense of
community and connectedness that I felt
then and still feel now.”
While his time behind the microphone
has ended, Taylor leaves behind a legacy
that’s impossible to forget.
“David has a certain narrative quality
about the way that he broadcasts that
makes it easy to listen to,” JMU Director
of Multimedia Communications Curt
Dudley said. “The fans are there to watch
the women’s basketball team play, but
one reason they’re there is because David
was very good at telling the story about
this good basketball program in such an
elegant and precise way that helped the
fans connect.”
And finally, after an incredible run
at the helm of the women’s basketball
broadcast, Taylor calls it quits, but this
certainly isn’t the end of his involvement
at JMU.
“It’s been an incredible blessing and
I feel like I was in the right place at the
right time,” Taylor said. “Even though I’m
not on the broadcast anymore, I’ll still be
dedicated to JMU and I’ll always bleed
purple.”
Contact Peter Cagno at
breezesports@gmail.com.

Kicking out cancer
Women’s soccer to hold bone marrow registry
team to raise
awareness
for this
important
Cancer is a
issue. The
disease that affects
goal of next
far more than just
Wednesday’s
the afflicted, and
event is to
for one particular
cheek swab
team at JMU it hits
as many
especially close to
potential
home. Last August,
donors as
former women’s
possible
soccer head coach
in order to
Bobby Johnston’s
help boost
son Kiernan was
COURTESY OF JMU ATHLETICS COMMUNICATIONS
registration
diagnosed with
a rare form of
Last August, former women’s soccer assistant coach numbers.
Though most
leukemia.
Bobby Johnston’s son was diagnosed with leukemia.
members of
On Wednesday
the team didn’t know Johnston as well
April 20, the team will hold a bone
as Lombardo, they wanted to make a
marrow registry on the Madison Union
difference after hearing Kieran’s story.
patio from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. to get more
“We were taken aback by it, it was very
people registered in the National Marrow
surprising and very upsetting to learn
Donor Program.
about,” senior midfielder Kelly Kerrigan
“It wasn’t a hard decision,” head coach
said. “We thought Coach Lombardo’s
Dave Lombardo said. “It was the least we
idea was great and we were willing to do
could do.”
whatever we could to help out.”
Johnston’s life took an unexpected
Since the idea began, team members
turn last August when, just a few days
have been working hard to spread
before starting kindergarten, five-yearawareness about the registry through
old Kieran became very sick and was
social media posts and flyers around
diagnosed with leukemia. Since this
campus. Team members have also
time, Kieran has had to spend much of
reached out to groups such as Greek life
the last few months in the University of
and other varsity teams, as well as the
North Carolina at Chapel Hill Hospital
near the Johnston home in Raleigh, North Student-Athlete Advisory Committee,
which Zurlo and Kerrigan are both
Carolina. Kieran was lucky to receive a
members of.
life-saving bone marrow transplant in
“It’s something that they’ve jumped
January, but the family’s ordeal isn’t over
into with both feet to support both me
yet.
and an alumnus,” Lombardo said.
Johnston (’03) has been a proud Duke
For the women of the team, supporting
since his time as a student-athlete playing
this cause and making a difference has
for the men’s soccer team from 1990 to
been a rewarding experience.
1993. After playing professionally for
“It’s a special feeling any time we do
a few years, Johnston returned to his
community service just putting a smile
alma mater as an assistant coach on
on someone’s face,” Zurlo said. “We hope
Lombardo’s staff for the 2007 season.
and pray that someone out there will be
Though he decided to leave behind
able to have their bone marrow needs
coaching after the 2012 season, many of
met.”
the older players on the team remember
Registering for the bone marrow
Johnston as the man who recruited them
donation network is an easy procedure,
to play for JMU.
but if selected, the hope is for these
“I came to a clinic here at JMU and
potential donors to take the next step.
he was actually the one who pointed
“All it takes is an easy swipe to the
me out to coach Lombardo during this
clinic,” said redshirt junior forward Alyssa mouth to get a swab of DNA, but Coach
wants us to stress that if you do this and
Zurlo. “After he pointed me out, coach
Lombardo offered me a spot on the team.” get selected, you have to be willing to go
Those who’ve known Johnston describe through the procedure,” Kerrigan said.
The empathy that his players have had
him as a great coach and an even better
for the situation has been special for
man.
Lombardo to watch. What’s impressed
“He was a player’s coach and really
him the most has been their ability to
dedicated to the kids,” Lombardo said.
rally around someone they don’t know to
“He’s also a family guy who didn’t want
support an important cause. Even more
to be one of those guys chasing every job
grateful for the team’s help is Johnston
across the country.”
himself, who’s been very touched by their
“Everything’s looking pretty good,
reaction.
but they’re in the ‘wait and see period,’”
“We’ve been overwhelmed by the
Lombardo said. “It’s one of those things
support we’ve gotten from the JMU and
where you don’t know if you’re out of the
Harrisonburg community,” Johnston said.
woods for a couple of years.”
“There are lots of people pulling for Kieran,
While Kieran was fortunate enough to
and Dave has been a fantastic mentor.”
receive a match for a marrow transplant,
this isn’t always the case. The bone
marrow registry is thin nationwide, which Contact Matt Tyson at
is why Lombardo decided to rally his
tysonme@dukes.jmu.edu.

By Matt Tyson
The Breeze

INDIAN AMERICAN CAFE
(540) 433 - 1177
Specializing in
Non- Vegetarian/ Vegetarian
Indian Cuisine

91 N. Main St., Harrisonburg, VA
Serving the area since 1993

Paradise City

The only gentlemen’s club in the area
just 35 minutes away...

18 for admission 21+ to drink
Open Thursday, Friday, & Saturday nights
Ladies get in Free on Thursday
BYOB: "Bring your own beer"

www.paradisecitymathias.com 304.897.8200

breezejmu.org

Thursday, April 14, 2016

Call now about our awesome specials!
We are a pet friendly community.

NOW SHOWING
MARVEL

AT THIS...

Coming to Foxhills Townhomes for 2016-17 Leases
1. Water Included
2. Electric with cap included
3. Gym membership included
4. Basic internet included
5. Basic cable included

1627 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
504-432-5525 — 540-432-5592
sfurr@umicommunities.com — www.umicommunities.com
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